1. Indian Air Force often offers opportunities for UNMARRIED MALE INDIVIDUALS/CITIZENS FROM designated Districts of State of Punjab to join as Group ‘Y’ (Non-Technical) Automobile Technician (Auto Tech) and Indian Air Force (Police) (IAF(P)) Trades at PUNJAB ARMY POLICE (PAP) Grounds, JALANDHAR, PUNJAB FOR INTAKE: 02/2020

CAUTION

IN THE INDIAN AIR FORCE IS “FREE & FAIR” AND ON MERT ONLY. AT NO STAGE ANY MONEY IS REQUIRED TO BE PAID TO ANYONE FOR SELECTION OR RECRUITMENT IN THE INDIAN AIR FORCE. CANDIDATES SHOULD NOT FALL PREY TO UNSCRUPULOUS PERSONS POSING AS RECRUITING SELECTING AGENCIES.

ELIGIBILITY CONDITIONS

1. Date of Birth: Candidates born between 13 July 1999 and 12 July 2002 (both days included) are eligible to apply in the Recruitment Rally.
2. Educational Qualification:
   For Group ‘Y’ (Non-Technical) (Auto Tech) & IAF(P) Trades:
   - Candidates should have passed Intermediate/10+2 Class 10) or Equivalent Examination in any one stream subjects approved by Central / State Education Boards with minimum 50% marks aggregate as well as English is medium of examination.
   - Passed two years vocational course from Education Boards listed as COBSE with minimum 50% marks in aggregate and 55% marks in English in any of the two years of vocational course in interior and exterior decoration.
   - Education Boards listed in Council of School for COBSE (website) as members, shall only be permitted.
3. Domain Requirement:
   To be eligible to apply in the Rally at Punjab Army Police (PAP) Grounds, Jalandhar, Punjab, the candidates shall have to fulfill the following requirements:
   (a) The School / College / Institute from which candidates have passed the qualifying examination should be within the geographical administrative limits of Punjab State.
   (b) The candidates must be of Indian nationality.
   (c) In case of candidates who have enrolled in citizen certifying institution in the certificate / marks sheet of qualifying examination, the candidate shall produce Domestic Certificate (hereinafter referred to as “Domestic Certificate”) attested by SDO/TeKhGallery/Registrar /Principal of the institution.
   (d) Permanent Domain of designated Districts (as specified in Paragraph 2 (a) above) of State of Punjab who have passed the qualifying examination from anywhere in India shall produce the Domestic Certificate prior to commencement of examination from appropriate authority as given in sub-paragraph (a).
4. Certificate of Service:
   (a) Sons of serving Air Force personnel (Officer/Airman/Naik) and Unmarried Sons of retired/deceased/discharged Air Force Personnel (SOAFP) Certificate (format available on AFNET CASB webpage) for Sons of serving Air Force personnel (IAF(P) and IAF/AFSTP)
   (b) Certificate of marriage for widows of serving Air Force Personnel (SOAFP) for Sons of serving Air Force Personnel (IAF(P) and IAF/AFSTP)
   (c) Certificate of marriage for widows for sons of retired/deceased/discharged Air Force Personnel (SOAFP) Certificate (format available at CASB site on AFNET).
   (d) Certificate of marriage for widows of serving Air Force Personnel (SOAFP) for Sons of serving Air Force Personnel (IAF(P) and IAF/AFSTP)
   (e)Original and four self-attested photocopies of Educational Mar
5. Must not have any skin ailments. Candidate must be physically and mentally fit as per the standard of the question paper.
6. Date of Rally:
   05 August 2019 to 09 August 2019
   Timing: 0800 hours to 1700 hours

Note:
1. For Write on the same or subsequent day in respect of candidates below the age of 21 years.
2. If selected during the rally, the candidates shall undergo Medical Fitness Test and other tests as he/she is with his/her name and Date of Birth. No exemption will be allowed for candidates who are not fulfilling the eligibility criteria at the time of appearing in the rally.
3. Candidates shall bring the "Consent Form" (as per the format given below) and "Statement of Undertaking" for candidates whose date of birth is on or after 01/07/2000, along with the required documents at the rally site.
4. Candidates shall bring true certified photocopies of educational certificate, the certificate should be produced only if the candidate’s date of birth is on or after 01/07/2000.
5. The question paper is a confidential document of Indian Air Force. All candidates to note and understand that access to the question paper is prohibited under any circumstances.

TRADE FOR WRITTEN TEST:

1. General Knowledge & General Ability (GK & GA)
2. Reasoning & General Awareness (RAGA)
3. Mathematics
4. English

TRADE FOR MEDICAL EXAMINATION:

1. Adaptability Test
2. Physical Fitness Test
3. Written Test
4. Medical Examination

FOR INTAKE: 02/2020

PUNJAB ARMED POLICE (PAP) GROUNDS, JALANDHAR, PUNJAB

FOR CAREER DETAILS, PROMOTION PROSPECTS, POST RETIREMENT BENEFITS, DETAILED SYLLABUS, MODEL QUESTION PAPER, ENROLMENT LIST, LOG ON TO CENTRAL AIRMAN SELECTION BOARD WEBSITE: www.airselecmian.cadc.in

DISCLAIMER

THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS GIVEN IN THE ADVERTISEMENT ARE GUIDELINES ONLY AND ORDERS ISSUED BY THE GOVERNMENT AS AMENDED FROM TIME TO TIME WILL APPLY FOR THE SELECTED CANDIDATES.

MObILE PHOnE/ELECTRONIC DEVICES WILL NOT BE PERMITTED IN TESTING AREA

IMPROMPTU BEHAVIOR, YOU WILL BE CAUGHT
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